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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

     Back in the chaotic dying days of the Whitlam-Cairns-Connor government, Canberra was buzzing with Rex 
Connor’s grand plans for a national energy grid and gas pipelines linking the NW Shelf to the capital cities, all 
to be funded by massive foreign loans arranged by a mysterious Pakistani named Khemlani. Malcolm Frazer 
staged a parliamentary revolt. The economy slumped. A British observer at the time noted “Any fool can 
bugger up Britain but it takes real genius to bugger up Australia.” Australian politicians are again showing real 
genius. Now, we have incredible tri-partisan plans to cover the continent with a spider-web of  transmission 
lines connecting wind/solar “farms” sending piddling amounts of intermittent power to distant consumers and 
to expensive battery and hydro backups - all funded by electricity consumers, tax-assisted speculators and 
foreign debt.  
     We are the world’s biggest coal exporter but have not built a big coal-fired power station for 11 years. 
We have massive deposits of uranium but 100% of this energy is either exported, or sterilised by the Giant 
Rainbow Serpent, or blocked by the Green-anti’s. Australia suffers recurrent droughts but has not built a major 
water supply dam for about 40 years, and the average age of our hydro-electric plants is 48 years. And when the 
floods do come, desperate farmers watch as years of rain water rush past to irrigate distant oceans. 
     Once, Australia was a world leader in exploration and drilling – it is now a world leader in legalism, red 
tape and environmental obstructionism. Once, Canberra and the states encouraged oil and gas exploration 
with geological mapping and research - now they restrict land access and limit exports. Once, Australia was 
a world leader in refining metals and petroleum - now our expensive unreliable electricity and green tape 
are driving these industries and their jobs overseas. Once, Australia’s CSIRO was respected for research that 
supported industry and for doing useful things like controlling rabbits and prickly pear and developing better 
crops and pastures. Now CSIRO panders to global warming hysteria and promotes the fairy story that carbon 
taxes and emissions targets can change the world’s climate. Once, young Australians excelled in maths, science 
and engineering. Now, they are brain-washed in gender studies, green energy non-science and environmental 
activism. Once, the opening of a railway or the discovery of oil, coal, nickel or uranium made headlines.  
     Today’s Aussies harass explorers and developers, and queue at the release of the latest iPad. As Australia’s 
first people discovered, if today’s Australians lack the will or the knowledge to use our great natural resources, 
more energetic people will take them off us.         ***

POLITICIANS AGAIN SHOW “REAL GENIUS” By Viv Forbes

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: “It is this necessity for the recognition of the psychological moment,  
and the fitting to that moment of appropriate action, which should be present in the minds of that small minority 
which is seized of the gravity of the present times. To have a clear understanding of the principles which 
underlie the problem is essential to those who may hope to play a part in its solution; it is even desirable that 
skeleton plans should be in existence to meet the situation as it can be seen to exist; but nothing can be more 
fatal to a successful issue than the premature publication of cut-and-dried arrangements which are likely to 
be out of date before their adoption can be secured. As the world is constituted today, effective action is only 
possible through certain centres of influence; that is to say, short of complete social anarchy as a preliminary to 
a new world, it is necessary to work through the arrangements which have grown up in the system with which 
we are all familiar.”  C.H Douglas, Social Credit, rev. ed. (New York: Gordon Press, 1973), 196-199.   ***
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     Our replacement PM promised to honour Paris 
agreement as soon as he drew first breath. Then there 
are others making their statement: "Adam Bandt's 
partner should visit a few families who can't pay their 
power bills. What say you spend a bit of time with some 
pensioners freezing or families who can't afford their 
electricity bills now?" Here are a few people you could 
contact:

http://www.michaelsmithnews.com/2018/09/adam-bandts-partner-should-visit-a-

few-families-who-cant-pay-their-power-bills.html 
An Australian clothing charity has handed out more 
than 55,000 winter garments this year – and an 
increasing proportion of recipients are families who 
simply can’t pay their heating bills. A national army 

of knitters is in desperate need of more volunteers 
to help them meet the growing demand for winter 
woollies. Knit One Give One founder Ros Rogers said 
the organisation has already donated more than 55,000 
items this year. "The need has gone up, definitely," 
she said … "We're not even talking necessarily about 
the homeless, or people sleeping rough – we're talking 
about families who can't afford to run their heating."

  This is what happens when you scorn cheap and 
reliable coal power, throw $3.6 billion at renewable 
energy subsidies (just this year) and otherwise use the 
Australian public as lab mice in a UN-appeasing climate-
virtue experiment. People end up broke and begging for 
clothes.      ***

SATAN AND POLITICS? By Chris Knight
     I am just a man of simple Christian faith, no 
theologian, so this is all straight from the heart. 
     I began thinking about the issue of Satan in politics 
when reading the claim made by Italy’s largest Catholic 
magazine, that Interior Minister Matteo Salvini is 
literally satanic for wanting immigration restricted:   

https://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/07/27/
italys-largest-catholic-magazine-compares-salvini-to-satan-for-immigration-policy/ 

“Famiglia Cristiana, Italy’s top selling Catholic 
publication, has splashed a photo of Interior Minister 
Matteo Salvini on its cover this week, with the 
provocative caption “Get behind me, Salvini” — 
in Latin. Assailing Mr. Salvini for his efforts to curb 
illegal immigration in the country, the cover caption 
of Thursday’s issue makes reference to the words 
of Jesus, “Get behind me, Satan!”, reported in Saint 
Matthew’s gospel account. The publication accuses 
Salvini, the 45-year-old leader of the League party and 
a Catholic, of having abandoned the biblical injunction 
to “welcome the stranger” and of using “aggressive 
tones” in describing Italy’s migrant crisis.  
Famiglia Cristiana notes the growing chorus 
of Catholic voices — from the Italian bishops’ 
conference, to individual bishops, to religious priests 
and sisters — that has spoken out in opposition to 
Salvini’s immigration policies.”

    This is just gutter level propaganda for a Catholic 
audience as has been argued many times at this site.  
The parable of the good Samaritan, as told in Luke 
10:30-35, does not support open borders immigration, 
for how could it, such an idea would be regarded as a 
military invasion by wiser people from the ancient world:

“In reply Jesus said: “A man was going down from 
Jerusalem to Jericho, when he was attacked by 
robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat him and 
went away, leaving him half dead. 

31 A priest happened to be going down the same road, 
and when he saw the man, he passed by on the other 
side. 32 So too, a Levite, when he came to the place 
and saw him, passed by on the other side.  
33 But a Samaritan, as he traveled, came where the 
man was; and when he saw him, he took pity on him.  
34 He went to him and bandaged his wounds, pouring 
on oil and wine. Then he put the man on his own 
donkey, brought him to an inn and took care of him.  
35 The next day he took out two denarii[c] and gave 
them to the innkeeper. ‘Look after him,’ he said, ‘and 
when I return, I will reimburse you for any extra 
expense you may have.”

    As I read these plain words, the good Samaritan helped 
the man who was half dead and in genuine need, who 
was not migrating illegally to improve his life at the 
expense of the host nation. The good Samaritan took the 
man to an inn  and paid for him to be cared for. No doubt, 
everyone would expect the man, once he was better, to 
be a man and go on his way, not wanting continuous 
welfare support.  As I read the parable, this is a very anti-
immigration story. Help others where they are, without 
necessarily taking them into your home. In fact, we do 
not even know where the home of the good Samaritan 
was and where exactly he came from.
     Evil is institutionalised, so that the traditional 
Christian message of charity (beginning at home) has 
been replaced by the secular globalist neo-Marxism, 
which is an organised evil, and as we remind our readers 
almost every day, hurtling us towards civilisational 
destruction, much like the demonically-filled Gerasene 
swine, exorcised by Jesus: Mark 5:1-20; Matthew 8: 28-
34; Luke 8: 26-39. 
    I have not worked out specifically the role of Satan in 
this, but no doubt he is in this mix, turning 'God's Words' 
upside down and there are better informed people than I 
that could write on this to enlighten us all further.   ***

EDITORS NOTE CONCERNING ELECTRICITY PRICES
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HUNGARY DEFIANT IN THE FACE OF EU CENSURE By Soeren Kern 
• "We need a new European Commission that is 

committed to the defense of Europe's borders." — 
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.

• "A few months ago ... there was an election in 
Hungary. The Hungarian people decided what 
should happen, and during the election campaign 
we discussed all of the issues — including Central 
European University CEU, the NGOs, and all of the 
important political issues. And the people decided 
on these issues. And now the European Parliament is 
taking upon itself the task of overruling the decision 
made by the people of Hungary and forcing the 
Hungarian government to implement what they are 
attempting to impose on us in place of the people's 
decision." — Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor 
Orbán.

• "Hungary and the Hungarian people have been 
convicted because we have proven that migration is 
not needed and that it can be stopped." — Hungarian 
Foreign Minister Peter Szijjártó.

• "Hungary's decisions are made by the voters in 
parliamentary elections. What you are claiming is no 
less than saying that the Hungarian people are not 
sufficiently capable of being trusted to judge what 
is in their own interests. You think that you know 
the needs of the Hungarian people better than the 
Hungarian people themselves.... This report applies 
double standards, it is an abuse of power, it oversteps 

the limits on spheres of competence, and the method 
of its adoption is a treaty violation." — Hungarian 
Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.

  The European Parliament has voted to pursue 
unprecedented disciplinary action against Hungary over 
alleged breaches of the European Union's "fundamental 
values." The EU has accused the Hungarian government 
of attacks against the media, minorities and the rule 
of law.  Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has 
denied the charges, and said they are a retaliation for 
his government's refusal to take in migrants from the 
Muslim world. The censure represents another salvo 
in a showdown between pro- and anti-EU forces over 
populism and nationalism ahead of European Parliament 
elections in May 2019.
     During a session of the European Parliament in 
Strasbourg on September 12, MEPs voted 448-to-197 to 
trigger Article 7 against Hungary. It was the first time that 
such parliamentary action has been taken against an EU 
member state; the move can ultimately lead to Hungary 
losing its voting rights in EU institutions. Orbán is 
accused of undermining the independence of Hungary's 
judiciary and media; waging a legal battle against the 
Central European University (CEU), founded by the 
Hungarian-born philanthropist George Soros; mistreating 
asylum seekers and refugees and introducing a law that 
makes it a criminal offense for lawyers and activists to 
help them.     ***

ALOR NATIONAL SEMINAR  6th & 7th OCTOBER 
LOOKING BACK...THEN MOVING FORWARD FOR FREEDOM

RSVP BY 28TH SEPTEMBER TO 
HERITAGE BOOKSHOP, PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159  08-8387 6574  heritagebooks@alor.org

Bill Daly, SEEING REALITY BEYOND THE VEIL 
Bill believes there is no hope for civilisation without a return to 
the practical Christianity that built Europe, and a total rejection of 
the Christ-hating puritan-liberalism that has dominated the West’s 
instutions, including the organised church.
Dr. M. Oliver Heydorn,  
SOCIAL CREDIT AND THE BASIC INCOME MOVEMENT 
Dr. M. Oliver Heydorn and four other Social Crediters presented 
papers at the North American Basic Income Conference in 
Hamilton, Ontario. Drawing on this recent experience, Dr. Heydorn 
will explore various aspects of the dialogue which Social Crediters 
hope to establish with Basic Income Supporters. 
David d’Lima JP, THE CROWN IN THE 21ST CENTURY  
As National Secretary of the Australian Monarchist League, 
David d’Lima will describe the challenges facing our system of 
Constitutional Monarchy, and suggest how loyalist Australians can 
help defend and then promote the Crown at the heart of our civic 
system. 
72nd New Times Dinner  
incorporating the Frank Bawden Memorial Dinner 

ADELAIDE EVENT DETAILS HERE: 
Public Schools Club: 
207 East Terrace, Adelaide, Phone: (08) 8223 3213
LAUNCESTON DINNER DETAILS HERE: 
For those close to Launceston, Mr Bill Daly will be at 
the Barbeque Room, NewStead Hotel, 160 ELPHIN Rd, 
Launceston for an informal meal and gathering starting at 
6.00 pm with the formal event beginning at 7.30 pm on 
Monday 8th October 2018.  
Ring Rod for further details:   M 0419 344 036.
MELBOURNE LUNCH DETAILS HERE:  
For those close to Melbourne, Mr Bill Daly, will be at the 
Mail Exchange Hotel for lunch at 12 Noon on Tuesday 
9th October 2018.  
Ring  (03) 9903 6880 to book a seat for "Don’s Lunch".

NATIONAL WEEKEND GIFT INVITATION 
The young are looking for answers so the League is 

prepared to sponsor a “gift invitation” to the Seminar. 
CONSIDER A $50.00  GIFT INVITATION  

AS SEEDING FOR OUR FUTURE!
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THE LEAGUE'S WEBSITE: — alor.org
blog.alor.org         thecross-roads.org 

Subscription  to On Target $45.00 p.a.  
NewTimes Survey  $30.00 p.a.

  and  Donations can be performed by bank transfer: 
A/c Title Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB    105-044 
A/c No.  188-040-840  
or by cheques directed to: 
 ‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’ 
or on the Veritasbooks.com.au website: 
 https://veritasbooks.com.au/cat/subscriptions

“On Target” is printed and authorised by K. W. Grundy. 
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.

Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.  
Telephone: 08 8387 6574   email: heritagebooks@alor.org 
Head Office Hours - Mon., Tues., Wed. 09.00am - 3.00pm

BRITISH POLICE FIND PUTIN'S 
PASSPORT AT SCENE OF SALISBURY 

POISON ATTACK
We've been wrong all along, Putin must have done it - ED

     Salisbury (dpo) - Last doubts over Russia's guilt 
in poisoning former spy Sergei Skripal have been 
eliminated. As the British government announced today, 
the passport of Russian president Vladimir Putin was 
found at the scene in Salisbury.  According to Prime 
Minister Theresa May, the passport was only now found 
in another search of the scene, as it had been hidden 
under a fallen leaf.

https://archive.is/khBY0#selection-399.1-409.183 
“Russia has 24 hours to extradite Vladimir Putin for 
questioning in London”, according to a statement 
issued by the British government.  
“Refusal will be taken as admission of guilt.” ***

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
  To The Age   No, the idea of monarchy has not 
become "outmoded" ("Popular royal visit a welcome 
reminder", 12/9), but nor, for that matter, has the idea of 
republicanism. The question is what is best for Australia 
now and in the coming years. It so happens that we have 
a particularly good compromise at the present time: we 
enjoy the sacred and historical glamour of royalty in a 
form that is constitutionally limited (thus avoiding royal 
tyranny) and we have a royal family that acts responsibly 
for the common welfare and looks likely to do so through 

the next two or three reigns. The downside is that we 
do not have a completely independent royal sovereign 
of our own. Better, however, to live with what we have 
than to change to a republic which would be dominated 
by foolish left-wing ideology and big business interests 
behind its corporate and party political support. US 
novelist Marilynne Robinson, a Democrat and admirer 
of Barack Obama, offers a noble vision of a different 
kind of republic in her new book of essays, What Are We 
Doing Here?; but there is no pressing need for Australia 
to go there now.   -  Nigel Jackson,  Belgrave,  Vic  ***

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
  To The Australian   Paul Kelly underrates the 
importance of conservative and traditionalist ideas to 
any successful resurgence of the Liberal Party under 
Scott Morrison ("Morrison's relying on values to silence 
tribal drums", 12/9). Negative comment about "tribal 
conservatives" and the "flawed agenda" of the "populist 
conservative media" is not illuminating or helpful. 
Kelly provides no evidence to support his claim that 
"the conservative wing of the Liberals in recent times 
has become too narrow, too introspective and too out of 
touch with mainstream opinion".
     It may not be so much that Tony Abbott "failed as PM 
to sell his conservative convictions to the public" as that 
a coalition of his opponents successfully undermined him 
by an intense artillery of hostile comment. Morrison and 
the Liberals need to return to defence of the monarchy, 
protection of free speech and the maintenance of national 
unity against the "indigenous" separatist campaign.   
  Nigel Jackson,  Belgrave,  Vic ***

     The revised Trans Pacific Partnership is back on the 
agenda.  Australia is likely to commit to the TPP unless a 
flood of protesting letters arrive on the politicians’ desks.
It is time once again to fire off some requests to our MP’s 
and Senators.  We might acknowledge that there is some 
benefit in Trade Deals but not as many as we are told.  
Experts claim for example that the gain for Australian 
income would be just one percent.  The downside is the 
threat of Australia being sued by foreign corporations if 
any of our new laws negatively impact on their profit.  
The plain packaging of cigarettes is one example.
     Other problems include; difficulty in preventing 
imports which potentially threaten our bio-security.  Also 
inability to support farmers like pork producers who are 
about to close their business due to pork imports which 
flow freely into Australia.
      Now is an excellent time to contact the cross-bench 
and minor or independent MP’s because the Coalition 
lack a majority in the House.  As many ALP MP’s as 
possible should be asked to oppose the TPP as they 
have previously indicated.  Urge them to maintain their 
opposition and vote against the TPP. 
     Don’t miss this opportunity to put an end to Australian 
involvement in the TPP. - ND  ***

ACTION TARGET


